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Curse of the Crimson Throne Session Summary 10/26/2008 

Attendance 

 Ernest (Annata Vieri) demands, “Hand over that there session summary!  I need 

to loot me a new set of armor!” 

 Bruce (Valash Not-Gurelle) mutely passes the papers across.  Chris (Malcolm 

Zirkus) points out, “That process would be less painful for you if you refrained from 

insulting us every two weeks.  Look at this!  You’re accusing people of being straight!  

They have every right to be upset that you’re denying their historical heritage!” 

 Paul reflects that some folks are busily digging themselves into extremely deep 

holes.  Holes that are liable to collapse, crushing them completely. 

 Patrick (Thorndyke) steps in.  He is covered with dirt and carries a battered 

shovel.  He offers, “This morning I had a great insight into how the country can get out of 

its current financial crisis!  See, I realized I was in the bottom of a hole.  There were 

people at the top telling me to stop digging, but I thought to myself, ‘I’m a maverick!’ 

and I just kept on digging!  It worked out great for me!” 

 

Character Player Race Class & Level Notes 

Valash Not-

Gurelle 

Bruce Half-Elf Sorcerer 3 

(Air Elemental) 

Half-blooded Chelaxian bastard 

Annata Vieri Ernest Human Cleric 3 

(Holy Warrior) 

Cleric of Sarenrae. 

Malcolm Zirkus Chris Human Fighter 3 Chelaxian, and proud of it! 

Thorndyke Patrick Human Ranger 3 Chelaxian, but not nearly so proud. 

 

Into the Citadel 

 It has been weeks since King Eodred II’s death and Korvosa is slowly returning to 

normal, though crime is on the rise.  Queen Ileosa’s name is still uttered with hatred and 

suspicion by some citizens.  They claim that she was responsible for engineering the 

King’s untimely demise. 

 Valash Not-Gurelle complains, “Those bastards at the Academae!  I hate them so 

much!  I tried to join up with them again, but they horse-whipped me and cast me out!” 
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 Malcolm Zirkus offers, “That was what you thought it was?  I thought I saw you 

getting kicked out of a chicken farm.  It looked like you were trying to bow down to their 

so-called demonic masters.” 

 Valash Not-Gurelle refrains from comment. 

 Annata Vieri offers, “On a more useful subject, things aren’t back to normal.  The 

Bank of Abadar has shut its doors!  The merchants’ money is all trapped up in the 

building!” 

Who Murdered the King? 

 A piece of triumphal news emerges from the Palace that the murderer of King 

Eodred has been identified: a guard testified that the young painter Trinia Sabor 

responsible for painting the King’s portrait was seen slipping a poisoned powder into the 

King’s tea.  Sadly, the guard committed suicide shortly thereafter.  There is a search to 

find the painter in process. 

 It is at this point that the characters hear that the Field Marshal Kroft is on her 

way to the characters’ in to speak to them.  She arrives moments later and takes them to a 

private room.  She is concerned that Queen Ileosa has released the news of the painter’s 

deed in a way that is calculated to create riots.  She sends the characters to Trinia’s flat in 

Midland to bring her back before the Hellknights or the mob summarily execute her. 

 She offers the characters 1000 gold if they can deliver Trinia safe and sound to a 

member of the Guard at a secure location. 

The Elusive Artist 

 Thorndyke’s expert guidance leads the characters to the ancient three-story 

tenement in which Trinia lives.  The building is in a part of Midland where the streets are 

overshadowed by rickety-looking structures.  Impromptu bridges connect the upper floors 

of buildings together. 

 The characters stomp their way into the building.  Malcolm Zirkus notices that her 

neighbors seem nervous in the characters’ presence.  He grabs one by the shirt and 

demands, “Why are you concerned, local resident!  Have any other scary, armed men 

come by to investigate the building!  Do not interfere with our activities!”  The resident 

just seems slightly intimidated. 
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 Malcolm decides to head up from the exterior: while the others go up the stairs, he 

goes outside and clambers up the exterior wall.  From the outside window, he is able to 

see her step out of her third-floor window and creep along the ledge, drinking potions as 

fast as she can.  He challenges her.  She responds by making an inhumanly long leap to 

the adjoining roof and running for it. 

 Thorndyke and Valash Not-Gurelle clamber clumsily along a very steep rooftop 

while Annata and Malcolm make it to a cluttered roof.  Everyone watches with dismay as 

Trinia flings herself from plank bridge to hidden shortcut to wide ledge. 

 The characters despair of catching up to Trinia until she ducks into a hidden 

shortcut that turns out to be a dead end.  Malcolm yells in triumph, dodges down a side 

alley and catches up to her.  Trinia responds by casting a spell at him.  He complains, 

“She can cast spells?  That’s not fair!”  She casts Hideous Laughter, which Malcolm 

effortlessly laughs off as not funny. 

 Valash asks, “How is it that he laughed off the attack when it wasn’t funny?  

There are too many mixed metaphors in that last sentence.” 

 Malcolm simply grapples her.  He ignores her various protests, in particular those 

relating to the specific strategy he has selected to perform the grapple.  Thorndyke moves 

in and accidentally bonks Malcolm in the nose with his sap.  Malcolm complains, “Hey!  

That’s my breathing nose!” 

 Trinia simply squirms and struggles.  This distracts Valash enough to ensure that 

his Ray of Enfeeblement misses.   

 Malcolm sighs and pins her.  “See?  Nobody’s hurting you.  We’re just pinning 

you!” 

 Trinia starts to cry.  Malcolm groans, “Now, stop that!  It makes me feel bad and I 

don’t really understand why.” 

 She continues to wail, “I’m being set up!  I didn’t do it!  I didn’t kill the King!  I 

don’t want to die!”  Malcolm urges her to settle down or she’ll be torn apart by an angry 

mob.  Then the characters interrogate her a bit.  They learn that she was hired by the 

Chamberlain, who hoped that her visits would improve the King’s mood.  She actually 

finished the portrait weeks ago, and has not seen the King since two weeks before his 

death. 
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 Valash and Thorndyke search her flat.  They find that she is clearly not that good 

with money: there’s nothing of value in her rooms.  A spirit does whisper to Valash about 

her painting supplies, so he pushes them into his bag. 

 Malcolm and Annata escort her back to the Citadel.  Along the way, they learn 

that she ran through all the money the Chamberlain paid her.  She spent most of it buying 

drinks and drugs for her friends, then used the last of her money to buy the potions she 

used in her escape attempt.  Annata searches her and discovers that she’s wearing a 

magical mithril shirt under her clothes and is carrying a wand, a masterwork dagger and 

some jewelry.  Malcolm is skeptical, “Just how well were you paid to paint the Kings 

picture?”  They disarm her and remove her jewelry. 

The Shoanti and the Citadel 

 The characters bring Trinia to Citadel Volshyenek.  They find the guards quite 

jittery, apparently because a Shoanti kid just got himself killed.  A guard indicates that 

the Shoanti ambassador is with the Field Marshal now.  She’s trying to talk sense to him 

and avoid another riot.  Malcolm offers, “Talking sense to a Shoanti?  That’s near to 

impossible.” 

 The characters head to the Field Marshal’s office.  They find her talking to 

Thousand Bones, a sixty-year old Shoanti man with milky white eyes and impressive 

tribal regalia.  He indicates that he is the Waykeeper for the Skoan-Quah, the Skull Clan. 

 “My people have worked hard to understand yours, but every day I see new 

examples of how your people work hard to foster distrust and hatred!  Amends must be 

made!”  His grandson is dead, and he requires his body to be returned that it may be 

returned to the sky with honor.  Sadly, it has been taken and sold to a body-dealer who 

then traded it to a criminal necromancer named Rolf, a vile creature who lives in the Dead 

Warrens underneath the Boneyards.  It falls to the characters to bring the body back: if 

the Shoanti were to do it, it would be seen as a violent provocation. 

 Valash Not-Gurelle is immediately inclined to trust Thousand-Bones because he 

is not Chelaxian.  He understands clearly that there is no limit to the depths to which the 

Chelaxians can fall.  He agrees to help swiftly.  The others wait until the Field Marshal 

agrees that they should help. 
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 Field Marshal Kroft also thanks the characters for bringing back Trinia and pays 

her debt to them.  Then she offers another 1000 gold to bring back Thousand-Bones’ 

grandson’s bones.  She tells them that Rolf is a failed Academae student and a monster 

who has been a thorn in her side for some time.  His experiments have involved killing 

and mutilating vagrants and animals in the hopes of creating some kind of golem.  The 

guards have apprehended the body-seller who took the body: he told them exactly where 

he placed the grandson’s body. 

Into the Potter’s Field 

 The characters rest for a couple of hours, then head towards the graveyards.  The 

place is quite quiet and peaceful compared to the chaos and disorder of the surrounding 

city.  It is almost as if the graves are preparing for the large influx of bodies the riots is 

sure to generate. 

 Along the way, the characters stop by the Pantheon of Many.  While Annata Vieri 

asks for the blessings of Sarenrae, Valash and Thorndyke stop by the Pantheon Shop to 

purchase a Wand of Cure Light Wounds and some healing potions.  The clerk seems 

offended when Valash asks him if they rent out wheelbarrows. 

 Suitably equipped, the characters move into the Potter’s Field and let Thorndyke 

look for appropriate tracks.  He is able to find a man’s tracks, plus a wheelbarrow mark.  

More interestingly, he finds a series of smaller footprints, each with four toes, that go 

directly into the nearby crumbling mausoleum.  Thorndyke admits that he cannot tell 

what kind of creature was responsible for making them.  Annata suggests, “They could be 

chickens?” 

 The characters swiftly find a poorly hidden trap door in the mausoleum floor.  

They open it and head in, pausing only briefly to allow Annata to intone, “May we all be 

blessed by the Light of Mercuria!”  She starts to glow.  Her glow is matched by the cold 

blue light emanating from patches of phosphorescent moss on the walls.  The air is 

tainted with the scent of rotting flesh.  Bones of various sizes are scattered all around. 

 Valash pauses to place an Arcane Mark on a nearby wall.  He mutters, “Darned if 

I’m going to get lost down here.” 

 Malcolm comments, “Gee, there’s a lot of bones down there.  Good thing there 

aren’t any undeads – it would be really easy for them to hide down in the piles.” 
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 Thorndyke moves over to investigate the bone pits.  To his great alarm, some of 

them move – the skeleton of an owlbear lurches up and attacks.  Malcolm yells out, “Be 

careful!  Those things are just made of hit points!” 

 Annata cautions, “They’re also made of both owls and bears!” 

 The owlbear claws Thorndyke, leaving the ranger bloodied.  Valash responds by 

casting Enlarge Person on Malcolm.  Annata responds by squeaking with alarm, because 

she sees the pack of smaller skeletons advancing from the other side of the room.  They 

slash at her with scimitars.  She blocks their clumsy attacks with her high-held shield then 

invokes Sarenrae’s power to send them to their eternal rest, obliterating the entire pack at 

a single stroke.  Then she sends the Light of Mercuria to strike the owlbear skeleton, 

burning it severely. 

 The owlbear skeleton makes menacing gestures.  Malcolm responds by smashing 

it into smoldering bone fragments.  Then the characters loot the dead for their scimitars: 

• Six moldy scimitars. 

Thorndyke observes that Valash is collecting scimitars and offers, “Good thinking!  

We’ll need those weapons to arm the mobs!” 

The Derro’s Work 

 The characters continue down the tunnel while discussing Valash’s varied 

ancestry and his attitude towards race relations.  Thorndyke examines a split in the tunnel 

and reports drag marks and more four-toed prints to the left.  The characters continue 

down into a chamber with three red-stained stone tables.  A wicker cage containing 

stirges stands to one side.  A blue-skinned dwarf with white hair works over the body of a 

vagrant.  Four stirges are attached to the body, content with their gorging. 

 Malcolm whispers, “Look!  Four toes!” 

 Thorndyke whispers, “Actually, it’s a derro!” 

 Malcolm ignores the suddenly helpful ranger as he moves forward to bash a 

stirge.  The derro is faster: he opens the cage and lets the two ravenous stirges out of their 

cage.  They make a beeline right towards Malcolm, who looks big and tasty.  He kills 

one, but the other one latches on to him and commences draining away his lifeblood.  
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Malcolm has no patience for this kind of thing: he puts his arm against the wall and slams 

the stirge into bits with his flail. 

 Thorndyke runs forward to attack the derro, which interferes somewhat with 

Valash’s plan to blanket the area with his Electric Burning Hands.  Valash’s blast 

eliminates all but one of the stirges and injures the derro.  The derro snarls, “You shall 

never defeat me!  Never!”  The creature ducks underneath Thorndyke’s blade and then 

slips into a secret passage and escapes. 

 The one surviving bloated stirge clumsily flaps into the air.  Annata shrieks, “Ah!  

Ah!  Ah!  It’s in my hair!”  The creature attempts to take refuge underneath a table.  

Malcolm kills it. 

The Hall of Burning Skulls 

 The characters move into a deeper hallway, progressing through ten feet of rough 

tunnel into a finished hallway decorated with dozens of skulls carved into the walls and 

ceilings.  Thorndyke sneaks into the corridor and listens at one of the doors.  He hears a 

hammering sound.  At this point, some of the skulls start to spray acid.  As if this isn’t 

bad enough, three of the skulls emerge from the walls, supported by long snakelike 

spines. 

 Annata speaks some soothing words and the powers of Sarenrae change the acid 

clinging to the characters’ skins into pleasant-smelling rosewater. 

 One of the serpent-skulls enters into an Entrancing Dance, but none of the 

characters are affected.  Valash yells out, “That’s not a real entrancing dance!” 

 Annata offers, “No it isn’t, and those things aren’t really called serpent-snakes!  

They’re called necrophidiouses!”  Valash scoffs, unwilling to believe that anything could 

have such a ridiculous name.  Thorndyke simply chops one into bits.  Annata bashes 

another with her shield, destroying it.  Malcolm steps up to the third and ends it with his 

flail. 

The Alchemy Lab 

 Malcolm, desiring to evade any additional acid sprays, kicks through a nearby 

door and storms through.  He finds a filthy alchemy lab beyond.  A derro is working upon 

a broken table leg.  Rancid rendered fat overflows from a canted iron cauldron. 
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 Thorndyke charges in headlong, driving his longsword straight at the derro.  His 

blade misses the creature by a hair’s breadth.  The creature gibbers at him, confused as to 

whether to fight or run.  Malcolm moves forward as Valash casts Enlarge Person and 

makes him big. 

 Malcolm’s strike leaves the derro staggering and spitting bloody foam.  Then it 

pulls a blade and goes for him.  Thorndyke slashes it as it runs past.  It falls and dies.  As 

it dies, it grimaces at Thorndyke and jabbers something threatening.  Thorndyke mourns, 

“Great.  Now I’ve been death-cursed.” 

 While the other characters search the alchemy lab, Annata attempts to stabilize 

the derro’s wounds.  She brings the creature back to consciousness.  It responds with a 

long series of snarling insults on the subject of how inferior the characters are and how it 

would enslave them all.  Malcolm gets tired of this display first and snaps the derro’s 

neck.  This prompts Annata to scream at him for two minutes. 

 The characters leave the derro behind and continue through another tunnel.  They 

go up some stairs and open a door.  They see a surgical theater as designed by a madman.  

A construct seven feet tall hangs from the ceiling.  Thorndyke enters to investigate.  

Nothing moves.  Both Annata and Valash report that the sewn monster is magical, but 

nothing else is. 

 Thorndyke examines the creature and determines that its head was taken from the 

missing slain Shoanti boy.  The ranger severs it and passes it to Malcolm for safekeeping. 

 Two tunnels lead away, one to the southwest and one to the northwest.  The 

characters take the northwest passage into a bedroom, decorated in moderately 

conservative necromantic style. 

 Through the door, the characters find a smaller chamber with a Shoanti body 

strapped to a table.  It is headless, but one arm still thrashes around wildly.  A robed derro 

stares at the characters in obvious fury.  Malcolm steps forward and explains, “Hello!  

We are here to become your slaves!”  Then he attempts to kill the fellow.  Valash helps 

out by casting Enlarge Person and making him big. 

 The derro proceeds to cast a spell, sucking away some of Malcolm’s life force and 

sealing up his own wounds.  Then he takes to the air, floating up out of the characters’ 
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reach.  As he ascends, Malcolm snags him with his flail and knocks him into the wall.  

He continues to rise, but looks horribly wounded.  

 He snarls at the characters, “Your bodies shall be blood for my experiments!” 

 Annata answers him with the Light of Mercuria, leaving him both bloodied and 

burned, but still defiant.  The derro points at Valash and squeals, “Be blind!  Be blind!”  

Valash mocks him by making his save and shrugging off the spell. 

 Malcolm finally finishes the creature off by throwing a dagger at him.  He squeals 

even as he dies.  In addition to the torso and arm of the missing Shoanti, the characters 

find: 

• A Wand of Ghoul Touch (44 charges). 

• Five doses of poison 

• A masterwork dagger 

• A Robe of Bones (human skeleton, goblin zombie and human zombie) 

• A magical ring. 

• A spellbook 

The Robe of Bones includes patches that can be used to create undead threats.  The 

derro’s robe includes three such patches.  The characters mourn the fact that they still 

have several pieces of the Shoanti’s body to find.  Valash picks up the Wand of Ghoul 

Touch, at least for the moment. 

 There are also two big bookcases full of papers and books and scrolls.  Valash 

examines them.  Most are treatises on necromancy and the creation of golems, but there 

are a surprising number of volumes on diseases and plagues.  Valash determines that it is 

possible to get a bonus on Knowledge checks on the appropriate subjects using these 

books.  He stacks several of them into his backpack. 

Cabbagehead’s Prison 

 The characters move on, heading down into a nightmarish prison.  A hideous 

creature with a deformed face presides over the place.  Several large pits in the floor 

serve as cells.  Cabbagehead chuckles, “Ah!  Pretty girl!  Rolf will give me good reward 

for your head!”  The characters are relatively (but not completely) sure that he is referring 

to Annata. 
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 Cabbagehead moves on Malcolm, howling, “You go in pit now!  I feed you later, 

maybe!”  He strikes Malcolm with his bare fists with surprising force. 

 Annata and Thorndyke charge headlong into the room, eager to show 

Cabbagehead the error of his ways.  Valash once again makes Malcolm big and steps 

back to watch the damage-dealing start.  Malcolm crushes Cabbagehead’s head. 

 The characters look into the pits, finding that each contains two frightened and 

malnourished humans, abducted from all over by the derro.  Malcolm takes advantage of 

his increased size and strength to pull them up to freedom. 

Freeing the Prisoners 

 Annata and Malcolm take the prisoners out to the Cathedral of Pharasma and 

safety while Thorndyke and Valash watch the complex.  Along the way, some of the 

prisoners attempt to offer various rewards to the characters for saving them, but Annata 

refuses all material returns.  She makes some comments about how it was actually 

Sarenrae who saved the prisoners, and that they should give their thanks directly to her by 

visiting the Pantheon of Many.  Malcolm is incredibly disgusted: he’s just about had it 

with these altruistic Sarenrae priestesses. 

 Annata and Malcolm return to the sepulcher.  They find Thorndyke and ask him 

how things have gone.  Thorndyke indicates that things have been a bit creepy, especially 

since Valash has started to act strangely and make comments about painting.  Valash, in 

contrast, is in quite good spirits and isn’t even particularly upset when Malcolm tells him 

that Annata turned down the prisoners’ reward offers. 

Sinkholes and Otyughs 

 The characters head towards the tunnel out of the Exsanguination Chamber they 

bypassed before.  They find themselves in a chamber partially collapsed by a sinkhole.  A 

slow torrent of water keeps the place unpleasantly wet.  A huge pile of decaying body 

parts sits in the center of the room. 

 A huge otyugh notices the characters’ entry.  It happily burbles out, “Warm!  

Food!  Blobber globber globber!” 

 Annata immediately panics, “They can talk!  I didn’t know they could talk!” 
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 Malcolm is equally upset, “I didn’t know they could talk either.  This changes 

everything!” 

 Thorndyke turns white, “If they’re intelligent and can speak common, then why 

are they sitting down in the sewers?  Do they have a society?  Will they come up and take 

over the city someday?” 

 Valash offers, “I think they’re already doing that!  I’m scared!  Scared and 

confused!” 

 By this time, Thorndyke has already charged forward and stabbed the otyugh.  

The otyugh responds, “Warm!  Food!  Tasty ranger!”  Thorndyke dodges underneath the 

creature’s flailing tentacles. 

 Annata moves up and casts Spiritual Weapon, sending several points of force 

damage at the creature.  The otyugh whirls about in upset.  The other characters move in 

and smash it into foul-smelling pieces.  Even after it sags to the ground, Malcolm hits it a 

few more times, “Just to make sure.” 

 The characters are not eager to search the pile of body parts, but when they do 

they are able to find a set of legs and hips covered with Shoanti tattoos.  They are 

disgusted, but they take them along.  Valash finds a wheelbarrow to hold all the body 

parts. 

The Derro Quarters 

 Next stop is a room rank with the scent of stink and mud.  Two things are clear: 

this chamber is the quarters of four derros, and they were very interested in a complicated 

game involving dice, pliers, a maze constructed of mud, and some rats.  Valash 

concludes, “They were Warhammer players!”  Malcolm just pockets their dice. 

 With everything that has happened so far, there is no sign of the derros. 

The Barricaded Pantry 

 The characters’ final stop is the barricaded door in the Alchemy Lab.  Once they 

get the door open, the characters find a pantry in shambles.  A creature is inside: a foul-

smelling collection of animal parts in the approximate shape of a man.  Thick black 

stitching joins the pieces together.  It gurgles at the characters and runs forward to the 

attack. 
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 Malcolm wags his finger at it and shouts, “NO!  Bad monster!  Bad 

abomination!” 

 Annata suggests, “It might not be an abomination.  It might actually be undead…” 

 Malcolm fails to understand how the distinction is important in the least part.  He 

does notice that the creature brandishes a tattooed Shoanti arm as a weapon.  He 

maneuvers the creature into a constricted path. 

 Valash tries shooting the creature with electricity.  He is horrified when the ray 

actually Hastes the thing, rather than actually doing damage.  While the other characters 

concentrate on blocking it off, he turns to using his Wand of Cure Light Wounds to heal 

injured frontline fighters. 

 The golem pounds Malcolm heavily.  He stands firm while Thorndyke slashes 

away at the creature and Valash tries healing him.  The golem brings the severed arm 

down upon Malcolm’s skull, causing him to crash to the ground.  Valash delivers 

additional healing while Malcolm scampers to safety. 

 The golem turns to Thorndyke, slamming him into a wall but failing to stop him.  

Thorndyke responds with another slash, cutting into the thing’s side and downing it. 

 Not totally satisfied that the golem is done with, the characters chop it into pieces.  

They half expect that the necromancer Rolf will show up to object, but it seems like he 

has either abandoned this lair or is off doing errands. 

The Execution of Trinia Sabor 

 The characters collect up the various Shoanti body parts and return them to Field 

Marshal Kroft.  She promises to handle the delicate task of returning the body, and pays 

the characters the promised money. 

 The other news is that the trial of the assassin Trinia Sabor has already concluded.  

She has been convicted and is scheduled to be executed at sundown.  Field Marshal Kroft 

admits that Trinia was swiftly taken away by the Queen’s personal guards before the 

Korvosan Guard could do anything.  To say that the trial was perfunctory is to understate 

the situation.  The Field Marshal admits that the whole business has left a foul taste in her 

mouth. 

 The execution itself is to be a grand festival: there’s nothing like a public 

execution to bring the elite of Korvosa out in fine style.  The Grand Courtyard in front of 
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the Great Mastaba and the Palace on top of it is filled with the wealthy and powerful of 

the city. 

 Annata (after a quick frustrated cry) looks around for the swordmaster Vencarlo 

Orisini.  She does not see him present. 

 The Queen emerges with a grand flourish.  Having accepted the mantle of sole 

Monarch she is no longer the impelled to play the subdued, mourning widow.  She is clad 

in a fantastic gown of green that surely cost thousands of gold coins.  She is accompanied 

by an entourage of trusted servants including her chief Bodyguard Sabina.  She settles 

into her throne and gazes at the headsman and the block, waiting for the spectacle to 

begin. 

 Trinia is led to the platform and her neck laid down upon the block.  She is plainly 

terrified.  As she is prepared for execution, Queen Ileosa launches into a viciously 

inciting speech describing the flawless justice inherent in the execution of the monstrous 

assassin who brought about the premature end of Korvosa’s beloved King. 

 It is at this moment that the headsman staggers, daggers sprouting from his body.  

Trinia seems confused as a cry rises up, “It is Blackjack!”  A man bearing rapier and 

dagger leaps to the platform, frees Trinia, and arrogantly challenges the Queen and her 

authority.  The crowd rises up into a frenzy of screaming and activity.  Sabina and a 

dozen guards cover the Queen’s retreat into the Palace.  Another squad of guards pushes 

towards Blackjack and Trinia. 

 Annata and Malcolm attempt to push their way through the crowd towards 

Blackjack.  Thorndyke attempts to clamber up towards higher ground.  Valash Not-

Gurelle makes the crowd part by casting Ghoul Touch upon some luckless noble, creating 

a horrible carrion stench.  All of their efforts serve mostly to create confusion and chaos, 

making Blackjack’s escape all the easier. 

 The headsman starts to recover from his wounds, prompting Thorndyke to call out 

in alarm.  Blackjack turns and deals with the man, then drinks a potion.  He hefts up 

Trinia, leaps to the wall, bows stylishly with a flourish to Thorndyke, and vanishes into 

the city beyond. 
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The End of the Session 

 Everyone goes to fourth level.  Thorndyke proclaims, “Huzzah!  I get spells now!  

Well, a spell.” 


